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Welcome to the first Stanley Capital Partners (SCP) quarterly newsletter. We appreciate you taking
the time to read about the activity which has the year off to a productive start.
In March we closed our investment in Drug Safety Solutions (DSS), a carve-out from diversified
pharma services provider Clario. As a first step towards building a tech-enabled pharma safety
services leader we acquired My Meds & Me in March and continue to pursue further acquisitions.
This strategy is the product of our Outsourced Pharma Services research. More detail on the
transaction can be found (below).
Our team has expanded over the past six months to a team of 10 people today. Yair Erez has joined as
a Partner to lead our Research team. Matt Harrison joined as CFO and Partner, Arianna Nardelli joined
as Senior Associate in the Investment team and Natalie Peacock has also joined the team as Office
Manager. These individuals join us from our predecessor organisations, have worked with us on past
deals and contribute enormously to our culture and growing the business.
In April, we also signed a landmark AI partnership between S-Labs, our AI- and automation-focused
technology arm, and AAICO to apply their proprietary AI technologies to help identify, evaluate, and
create value within SCP and our portfolio companies.
This partnership, alongside an expanded team, leaves us well placed to capitalise on our strong deal
pipeline. We hope that you will continue to follow our journey this year and appreciate your interest
and support thus far.

STANLEY CAPITAL PARTNERS
Q1 2022 TEAM UPDATE
THE FIRST QUARTER OF 2022 HAS BEEN
A BUSY ONE FOR SCP. WE HAVE HIRED
SOME EXCEPTIONALLY TALENTED
INDIVIDUALS THAT STRENGTHEN SCP’S
EXISTING COMPETENCIES AND BRING
NEW SKILLS TO THE TEAM.
We have appointed Yair Erez as a Partner to lead our
Research team that is central to SCP’s origination
and value creation approach. Yair has more than 12
years of experience supporting private equity firms
across the investment cycle as a partner at McKinsey
and Bain and has worked with SCP and its founding
partners for more than five years.

In our Investment team, we have hired Arianna
Nardelli as Senior Associate. Arianna started her career
at Goldman Sachs where she spent more than six
years in the M&A team overlapping with SCP Founding
Partner, James Brooks.
In our Operations team, the SCP leadership team
has been bolstered with the appointment of Matt
Harrison as CFO and Partner. Matt has more than 20
years of PE experience mainly as a CFO and COO, and
was previously CFO of Candover, and later co-founder
and COO of Arle Capital.
Natalie Peacock has joined as Office Manager. Prior
to joining SCP, Natalie was an executive assistant
at Lightsource BP for seven years working for SCP
Founding Partner, James Brooks.

CREATING VALUE WITH AI
AI HAS ENORMOUS POTENTIAL IN
PRIVATE EQUITY VALUE CREATION,
BUT IT HAS A 1% PROBLEM. LESS THAN
1% OF PRIVATE EQUITY PORTFOLIO
COMPANIES ARE ACHIEVING THEIR
FULL AI INTEGRATION POTENTIAL.
Private equity firms currently have two options for
integrating AI into their portfolio companies, use a team
of consultants or engage an AI platform company, both
of which come with potential problems.

S-LABS IS BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
THAT ENABLES:
●

Faster research and target identification

●

Better informed decision-making

●

More effective risk management

●

Lower operating costs at portfolio companies

●

A common approach for private equity firms is to use
consulting teams of data scientists – like McKinsey’s
Quantum Black. These teams are mainly set up to
help large companies solve bespoke problems. The
solutions are frequently not repeatable, are expensive
to implement, and the consultants find it difficult to sell
a clear ROI into management teams. The teams absorb
a lot of management time due to the high levels of
customisation required.
Repeatable standard products have occurred with AI
platform companies – such as Palantir – who have built
underlying concept engines focused on lowering the
cost of customisation. This allows end users to import
and transform data, train models, and perform model
validation more quickly. These companies have a
large total addressable market and once used are very
sticky with customers. However, they are increasingly
threatened by the availability of open-source AI tools,
such as Google’s Tensor Flow library, and the number of
programmers who know how to use them.
To solve these issues, we have built a technology
arm, Stanley Labs (S-Labs), to fully integrate AI and
automation into the DNA of Stanley Capital Partners
(SCP) through partnerships with world leading AI
platform companies.

●

Increasing revenues and operational
efficiencies at portfolio companies
High standardisation and repeatability

INSIGHT, the first S-Labs product built with one of
our AI partners, utilises semantic learning to create
a deal origination engine for SCP and our portfolio
companies focused on finding sustainable businesses
in our growth sectors of healthcare, technology, and
resource efficiency.
Products such as INSIGHT have strong business
cases and the ability to repeatably solve real business
problems with far lower integration costs, and thus a far
higher ROI. We believe that AI and automation have the
potential to transform the private equity industry, and
through S-Labs aim to help set a benchmark for what
can be achieved.

CASE STUDY: Bioclinica
COUNTRY: US
SECTOR: Healthcare
DEAL TYPE: Carve out
INVESTMENT DATE: March 2022
STATUS: Unrealised

RESEARCH-DRIVEN ORIGINATION AND THE
IDENTIFICATION OF HIGH GROWTH POTENTIAL
In 2020, SCP started thematic research of the
outsourced pharma services market, identifying five
sub-sectors for deeper deal-focused research. The
safety services and pharmacovigilance (PV) market
was identified as a key target because of the higher
volume of drugs entering clinical trials, the increased
regulatory scrutiny in both clinical trial and commercial
phase safety monitoring and heightened patient
awareness regarding safety.
Using its research, our team was able to identify the
Clario subsidiary, Drug Safety and Pharmacovigilance
Services Solutions early as a target investment and
prioritise specific areas of diligence to underwrite a
highly focused investment thesis.

DRUG SAFETY AND PHARMACOVIGILANCE
SERVICES SOLUTIONS (DSS)
Our investment thesis for DSS is to build a leading
tech-enabled pharma safety services platform through
acquisitions, further automation, and organic growth
in partnership with pharmaceutical clients.
Today, DSS is a leader in providing outsourced services
to support pharma companies’ clinical safety and
PV commitments. The business is headquartered in
Delaware, US, and has more than 2,500 staff located
in the EU, US, Japan and India, supporting more
than 35 long-term clients. Services include collecting,
detecting, evaluating, assessing, and disseminating
data on adverse effects associated with clinical and
commercial medicinal products.
To enable these services and reduce costs, DSS has
designed and implemented a range of proprietary
automation technologies.

COMPLEXITY SOLVED
DSS was a division of diversified services provider
Clario and required a carve-out to be planned and

executed. Our experience in operational transformation,
including carve-outs, gave SCP a competitive edge in
the bidding process and provided the vendor with a
faster and more certain execution than other parties.
This resulted in SCP becoming the preferred bidder
and eventual winner. Carve-outs are about fast paced
change and stabilising around a new operating model
that bridges signing, closing and a period of gradual
transition thereafter. The DSS transaction closed in
March and the carve-out has been successfully
executed subject only to migration of some IT services
and launch of a new brand through 2022.

IMPROVED GOVERNANCE
We were able to utilise SCP’s broad Leader Network
to execute the deal. Following the acquisition,
Greg Caswill, current chairman and founder of
Envision Pharma and a founding member of our
Leader Network, has joined as chairman of DSS.
Greg is a global healthcare leader with a strong
entrepreneurial and investment track record and
history of managing successful exits.

MY MEDS & ME ADD-ON INVESTMENT
Our initial research on the sector also identified
several tech-orientated acquisition targets that
could create material product synergies with the
DSS platform. A combined business could become
a category-defining tech-enabled services business
in the PV and safety market. It would have a strong
sustainable advantage in this specialist market.
Following this research, we have already completed the
acquisition of My Meds & Me, a software business that
enables pharma companies to easily capture, manage
and process data on PV and drug development. This
product has strong synergies with DSS and strengthens
the technology and product portfolio.
Further acquisitions are actively being pursed as
we continue to consolidate the tech-enabled safety
services market.

“The acquisition aligns with
the shared strategy of DSS
and SCP to secure M&A
transactions that grow the
tech-enabled platform and
broaden the client-focused
service offering.”
Humaria Qureshi, CEO of DSS

AUTOMATION & TECHNOLOGY
In parallel to our acquisition story, our S-Labs
automation platform is partnering with DSS to
accelerate investment in new client-facing techenabled services and to create operating efficiencies.

ESG
DSS provides critical safety services and oversight of the
performance of drugs for pharmaceutical companies.
This essential service has a positive impact on the
performance and effectiveness of pharma portfolios.
We will measure and report the performance of DSS
under our ‘Healthcare Efficiency’ framework through
a measure of implied performance value-add per unit
(SDG trace 3.8.2).
As part of our investment thesis, we will focus ESG
efforts on enhancing broader employee engagement
and capability building, improving employee
satisfaction and enhancing operating performance.
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